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of Earth’s terrestrial carbon is held by 
the trees and soils of tropical forests60%



why are large trees important?

carbon storage biodiversitytree species survival



What makes big trees so hard to study?

infrequent deaths high tree diversitymultiplicity of factors



why study lightning?

climate change

The number and frequency of intense 
storms is increasing 

understudied research area

lightning strikes in the 
tropics per year100M

what does this mean for tropical forests? 



lightning strikes & Forest dynamics

preferentially hits the largest tree in 
a patch of forest

a dominant cause of death for the 
largest trees

loss of carbon storage

how does lightning control forest 
function?

research question

kills 5.5 trees

damages 18.1 trees

average strike



technoecology
research challenges solutions

 | strikes are impossible to 
predict and hard to locate

 | evidence of strikes 
decomposes quickly

 | not all strikes look the same

drones electromagnetic sensor arrays satellite sensors



Lightning strikes: The good, the bad, & the unknown

bad

kills tens of millions of large 
trees annually

tree loss results in lower carbon 
storage and forests that support 
less diversity

good more lightning can shift species 
compositionin in favor of resistant 
species

unknown can forests acclimate 
to changes in lightning 
frequency? 

some trees can survive strikes

vulnerable species: Anacardium excelsusm 



Lightning strikes: the future
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increase in lightning 
strikes in the US50%

lightning hotspot



What can you do?
Use Your Voice

Reduce your carbon footprint and 
offset the rest
Decrease consumption of beef and 
palm oil

Minimize Your Impact Support Science

Invest in the research needed to 
guide resilient forest management 
and reforestation

Advocate for the protection of old 
growth forests


